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Amjad Ahmad Ansari  
Software Engineer 

Over 12 years of experience in IT Analysis, Design, Development and Leading the team of Developers in Web/Mobile 

Applications. Solid understanding of full mobile and software development life cycle (SDLC), UI and Agile methodologies. 

Experienced UI Lead and React JS Developer, with hands-on Development. Extensive knowledge as a UI development of 

current web standards, JavaScript, ReactJS, Angular, Bootstrap, CSS3, and HTML5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SUMMARY 

Currently working as Software Engineer 

Software Engineer with a background & strong understanding of visual design principles, who 
focuses on creating beautiful and engaging products to promote positive and delight. I employ 
a combination of research, empathy, and creativity to tell engaging stories and design 
meaningful solutions for users. I strive to act as a catalyst toward an easier and better -
functioning world. 

 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Software Engineer 
Shell India Markets Private Limited 

08/2016 – Till now, Bangalore, India 

Working in project Shell Market Hub which is Shell’s Primary B2B eCommerce platform. It 

handles a wide range of interactions including distribution of Marketing materials, order 
management, document delivery. It is a vital component of our Offer to Cash offering and is a 

key tool in communicating our brand identity. 

Tasks: 

Liaison with the UX-designer and business stakeholders in evaluating feasibility of 

User Interface components and performance. 

Identify product risks and proactively take appropriate actions to mitigate its effect. 

Developed multiple modules in B2B Hybris product ordering & financial workspace 

Work closely with Dev-Ops, Systems, and QA teams to modernize front end 
developer tooling and pipelines, including automated code quality checks, peer code 

review tooling, and compliance best practices, performance and stability monitoring  

Identify and ensure the effective application of the latest technologies and 

approaches to Security and Compliance, web performance, accessibility, and 

modern tool sets. 

 

Software Engineer 
Razorfish 

05/2009 - 05/2016,        Bangalore, India 

Razorfish Technologies India (Neev technologies) is a technology services provider specializing 

in e-commerce, SaaS (Software as a Service) and cloud applications across web, social media 
and mobile space. It enables companies to design, develop and deploy apps on the cloud, 

which can be then accessed via web and mobile. 

Role and Responsibility: 

Created User Interface features using JavaScript, jQuery, HTML5, CSS3 for the web 

application in an  Agile scrum team. 

Worked with the UI designers in implementing responsive design using Flexbox and 

the SASS preprocessor as well as identify and fix defects within the testing and 

production environments if present. 

Contributed to peer code reviews where possible. 

Used Agile Manager to create and monitor user stories and engage with the Product 

Owner, Scrum Master and Business Analysts daily to deliver functionality that meets 

the customer needs every sprint. 

Used GIT for version control, supported the build & deployment tasks using Jenkins 
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PROGRAMMING  SKILLS 

Primary: 

JavaScript(ES6,ES5), React.js(17.x), 

Angularjs(1.x), HTML5, CSS3, Flexbox, SASS, npm 
 

Familiar: 

Node, Vue js, Spartacus SAP, Express, Mongoose, 

Wordpress, MySQL, Hybris 
 

Editors/Environments: 

Visual Studio Code, Sublime Text, IntelliJ IDEA, Arena 
Simulation 

 
 

EDUCATION 
 

Bachelor of Technology in 
Information Technology  
Northern India Engineering College  
05/2004 - 05/2008, 

Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh India 
 

CERTIFICATIONS AND  

TRAINING 

Certified React JS Developer  
International WesBos  

 

Spartacus Development 
Divante, Official SAP Training Partner 

 

Frontend web development with React 
(08/2019 - Present) Coursera, 

Product Development E-commerce 

Team Management 
 

Agile  UI/UX  

B2B Hybris Dev-Ops  Scrum  

Customer Satisfaction Web Dev 

mailto:sathya_s@outlook.com
https://ansari.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sathya-subrahmanian-0139ba126
https://github.com/sathya-ghub
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 Bangalore, India,  

Shell Market Hub is Shell’s Primary B2B eCommerce platform. It handles a wide range of 

interactions including distribution of Marketing materials, order management, document 

delivery. It is a vital component of our Offer to Cash offering and is a key tool in communicating 
our brand identity. 

Role and Responsibility: 

Oversee the technical architecture, development, and maintenance of core 

foundational frontend technology across [Hybris, Adobe CQ]. 

Used JavaScript(ES6) & ReactJs to write and extensively debug the flex app, 

adhering to paychex linting standards, error framework and component frameworks 

such as P.N.G. 

Implemented responsive design for mobile devices using custom media queries. 

Monitored bindings of the reactJs app by runnings scripts to ensure any 

enhancements made to up to the standard. Implemented using one-time 

and one-way bindings where possible. 

Used JIRA to monitor stories and defects and communicate with UX and testers to 

adhere to acceptable criteria for all tasks. 

Used jUnit for development to test for javascript and Reactjs components. 

Used GIT for version control and bitbucket to participate in rigorous peer code 

reviews. 

 

Front-end Developer 

Dmart- Online Grocery shopping 
Bangalore, India, 

It is online selling E-commerce website (based on Hybris E-commerce) for Home Appliances. 

Luggage. Footwear. Kids Apparel. Ladies Garments. Apparel for Men. Home & Personal Care. 
Daily Essentials. Grocery & Staples. 

Role and Responsibility: 

Created reusable User Interface components using HTML5, CSS3, ReactJs based on 

Zeplin wireframes 

Used JavaScript to perform DOM navigation and manipulations in addition to simple 

animations. 

Designed the web page making extensive use of the SASS pre-processor to create 

modular resusable mixins for application-wide use. 

Used Media Queries for Responsive Web Design, to achieve cross-platform 

compatibility 

Responsible for creating functionalities to be used in common services all across the 

UI component using JavaScript primarily to perform DOM manipulations  

Used JIRA for task management, and collaboration with QA teams 

Used GIT for version control to track changes to multiple code repositories 

 

Front-end Angular Developer 
Medicine Express 
Bangalore, India, 

It is India’s premier market place where users can buy medicines online and healthcare products 

online from a wide range of categories such as prescription medicine, over the counter medicine 
(OTC medicine), Ayurvedic medicine, homeopathic medicine, motherhood and pregnancy care 

products, women health products , baby care products and other health and wellness products  

Tasks: 

Built custom Modules using both-isolated and inherited scopes, to refactor existing 

codebase and perform simple DOM manipulations using link function 

Enhanced performance of the Application by limiting number of data bindings well 

under 2000, better one-time binding syntax, using digest appropriately, and avoiding 

Local DOM where possible 

Utilized dependency injection using existing and custom services or custom 

factories 

Refactored existing codebase by utilizing databinding and Involved in solving 

/helping support team in order to determine root cause of production issues (tickets).  

 
 

 

 

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE 

Initiator                                   
UNNATI Bahraich,  

Responsibilities: 
Actively contributed at grassroots level for  
increasing voter awareness in hometown  
ahead of the General Elections in association with 
Volunteer for a Better India campaign. 

Web Developer                             
Jan Sewa Gonda,  

Responsibilities: 
Web Developer to enable online  
Presence and helped for fund collection connect  
With Volunteer to mobilize awareness camps  

 

LANGUAGES 

English 

Native or Bilingual Proficiency  

 
Hindi 

Full Professional Proficiency 

 
Urdu 

Native or Bilingual Proficiency  
 

 

 

 
HOBBIES AND INTERESTS 

         

    

 

 

 
Shell Markethub. 

Traveling Photograph
y  

Reading  

Sketching Gaming 


